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Current version: Pythia 8.205 

Some improvements:

Computer Physics Communications 191 (2015) 159–177

Contents lists available at ScienceDirect

Computer Physics Communications

journal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/cpc

An introduction to PYTHIA 8.2I

Torbjörn Sjöstranda,⇤, Stefan Askb,1, Jesper R. Christiansena, Richard Corke a,2,
Nishita Desai c, Philip Iltend, Stephen Mrennae, Stefan Prestel f,g,
Christine O. Rasmussena, Peter Z. Skandsh,i

‣ Fifteen new tunes (MonashStar, A14) 
‣ New I/O format ProMC 
‣ LHEF3 read/write 
‣ Addition to BSM processes
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Role of generators like Pythia

‣ PS + Hadronisation for processes generated with 
more specialised generators. 

‣ Current state-of-the-art SM calculations use 
(automated) ME generators + PS with matching 
followed by hadronisation. 
-Pythia 8 provides various interfaces to external ME 

generators 
-LO/NLO matching for processes available

‣ One-stop-shop for modelling physics processes
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List of internal processes - I

‣  BSM Higgses (2HDM) 
Also has anomalous Higgs couplings for EFT-inspired analyses; 
addition of new parameter for mixing in 

‣ Fourth generation quarks (t’, b’) 
‣ New Gauge Bosons (Z’, W’, R0) 
‣ Left-Right symmetric models 
‣ Leptoquarks 
‣ Compositeness  

6 new processes added: excited leptons and neutrinos; Z’ can 
now decay into excited fermions.

h ! ⌧+⌧�
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List of internal processes - II

L. Carloni and T. Sjöstrand, JHEP 1009 (2010) 105

L. Carloni, J. Rathsman and T. Sjöstrand, JHEP 1104 (2011) 091

- Extra dimensions: 
Randall-Sundrum 
Universal ED  
Large ED 
Unparticles

- Hidden valleys 
Showering and hadronisation 
in the presence of hidden gauge group

Hidden Valley (Secluded Sector) – 1BSM Physics 3: Hidden Valley (Secluded Sector)
What if new gauge groups at low energy scales, hidden by
potential barrier or weak couplings? (M. Strassler & K. Zurek, . . . )

Complete framework implemented in PYTHIA:
� New gauge group either Abelian U(1) or non-Abelian SU(N)

� 3 alternative production mechanisms
1) massive Z�: qq � Z� � qvqv
2) kinetic mixing: qq � � � �v � qvqv
3) massive Fv charged under both SM and hidden group

� Interleaved shower in
QCD, QED and HV sectors:
add qv � qv�v (and Fv)
or qv � qvgv, gv � gvgv,
which gives recoil effects
also in visible sector

L. Carloni & TS, JHEP 09 (2010) 105;
L. Carloni, J. Rathsman & TS, JHEP 04 (2011) 091

SM (Fermilab) Pythia8 for Beyond the Standard Model (BSM) Physics May 17, 2014 26 / 33
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Supersymmetry

6x6 squark/slepton matrices allow processes 
with: CP/Flavour/R-parity violation 

Can handle extra Higgses/higgsinos from 
NMSSM 

Cross sections: All pair production (MSSM) is 
now validated 
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- Interface to LHAPDF or other external PDF 
libraries. 

- External showers via VINCIA 
- Les Houches Accord files for reading events 

(LHEF) or runtime LHA interface. 
- Semi-internal processes for programs like 

Madgraph5. 
- HepMC output for programs like RIVET, Delphes 

etc. 
- Can be compiled as a plugin to ROOT. 
- Generalised SLHA input for any BSM model.

Many interfaces to external programs:
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Interface with external event generators I : LHE

LHEF v3 now readable

Eur. Phys. J. C (2012) 72:2238 Page 5 of 13

generalization of the SLHA [12] and BSM-LHEF [9] for-
mats, whose name is provided to PYTHIA by setting the
word SLHA:file = fileName.

3.1.1 QNUMBERS

The SLHA file should contain a QNUMBERS block [9]
for each state not already associated with an ID code
(a.k.a. PDG code, see [1, 11] for a list) in PYTHIA 8. For a
hypothetical electrically neutral colour-octet self-conjugate
fermion (a.k.a. a gluino) that we wish to assign the code
7654321 and the name “balleron”, the structure of this block
should be

BLOCK QNUMBERS 7654321 # balleron
1 0 # 3 times electric charge
2 2 # number of spin states (2S+1)
3 8 # colour rep (1:singlet, 3:triplet,

# 6:sextet, 8:octet)
4 0 # Distinct antiparticle?

# (0=own anti)

For a non-selfconjugate particle, separate names can be
given for the particle and its antiparticle. For a heavy up-
type quark,

BLOCK QNUMBERS 8765432 # yup yupbar
1 2 # 3 times electric charge
2 2 # number of spin states (2S+1)
3 3 # colour rep (1:singlet, 3:triplet,

# 6:sextet, 8:octet)
4 1 # Distinct antiparticle?

# (0=own anti)

Note that the name(s) given after the # mark in the block
definition are optional and entirely up to the user. If present,
they will be used, e.g., when printing out event records with
PYTHIA’s event.list() method.

The SM quantum numbers given in the QNUMBERS
blocks are required by PYTHIA 8 for QED and QCD show-
ering, and for colour-flow tracing. (Currently, PYTHIA does
not make use of the spin information.) As a rule, we advise
to avoid clashes with existing ID codes, to the extent possi-
ble in the implementation. A useful rule of thumb is to only
assign codes higher than 3 million to new states, though one
should be careful not to choose numbers larger than a 32-bit
computer integer can contain, which puts a cap at ∼2 billion.

3.1.2 MASS

The file should also contain the SLHA block MASS, which
must, as a minimum, contain one entry for each new state,
in the form

BLOCK MASS
# ID code pole mass in GeV

7654321 800.0 # m(balleron)
8765432 600.0 # m(yup)

In principle, the block can also contain entries for SM
particles. Here, some caution and common sense must be
applied, however. Allowing SLHA spectra to change hadron
and/or light-quark masses in PYTHIA 8 is strongly discour-
aged, as these parameters are used by the parton-shower
and hadronization models. Changing the b-quark mass, for
instance, should ideally be accompanied by a retuning of
the b fragmentation parameters. Since this is not the sort
of question a BSM phenomenology study would normally
address, by default, therefore, PYTHIA 8 tries to protect
against unintentional overwriting of the SM sector via the
flag SLHA:keepSM, which is on by default. To be more
specific, this flag causes particle data (including decay ta-
bles, see below) for ID codes in the ranges 1–24 and 81–
999,999 to be ignored. Notably this includes Z0 (ID 23),
W± (ID 24), and t (ID 6). The SM Higgs (ID 25), how-
ever, may still be modified by the SLHA input, as may
other particles with ID codes in the range 25–80 and beyond
1,000,000. If you switch off this flag then also SM particles
are modified by SLHA input.

Alternatively, the parameter SLHA:minMassSM, with
default value 100.0 GeV, can be specified to allow any par-
ticle with ID code below 1,000,000 to be modified, if its de-
fault mass in PYTHIAlies below some threshold value, given
by this parameter. The default value of 100.0 allows SLHA
input to modify the top quark, but not, e.g., the Z0 and W±

bosons.

3.1.3 DECAY

The file may also include one or more SLHA decay ta-
bles [12]. New BSM particles without decay tables will
be treated as stable by PYTHIA 8. For coloured states, this
may result in errors at the hadronization stage, and/or in the
possibly unintentional production of so-called R-hadrons
[26], with a reasonably generic model for the latter avail-
able in PYTHIA 8 [27]. On the other hand, a redefini-
tion of PYTHIA’s treatment of the decays of SM particles,
like Z0 and W± may be undesirable, since PYTHIA’s in-
ternal treatment is normally more sophisticated (discussed
briefly in Sect. 2.4). Thus, again, caution and common
sense is advised when processing (B)SM particles through
PYTHIA, with the protection parameters SLHA:keepSM
and SLHA:minMassSM described above also active for
decay tables. An option for overriding the automatic read-
in of decay tables is also provided, by setting the flag
SLHA:useDecayTable = false.

The format for decay tables is [12]

# ID WIDTH in GeV
DECAY 7654321 2.034E+00 # balleron decays
# BR NDA ID1 ID2 ID3

9.90E-01 3 6 5 3 # (tbs)
1.00E-02 3 4 5 3 # (cbs)
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Add new particles by 
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Interface with external event generators II :  
semi-internal processes

You can use the entire Pythia internal machinery by 
supplying only the matrix-element-squared for your 
process in terms of Pythia’s kinematic variables.
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Showering and hadronisation of exotic states
‣R-hadrons 
‣Sextets, octets 
‣Baryon-number violating RPV 

Page 8 of 13 Eur. Phys. J. C (2012) 72:2238

Fig. 1 Illustration of the
assignment of Les Houches
colour tags in four different
exotic colour topologies. Lines
corresponding to colour
(anticolour) tags are drawn
above (below) the propagators.
Top left: sb → t̃∗ → t̄ χ̃0

1 .
Top right: e−e+ → Z0 →
(t̃∗ → sb)(t̃ → s̄b̄). Bottom left:
production of a colour-sextet
particle, assigned the fictitious
ID code 6000001; the negative
anti-colour tag (drawn below the
sextet propagator) is interpreted
as an additional (positive) colour
tag. Bottom right: a complicated
baryon-number-violating
cascade decay (of a hypothetical
fourth-generation fermion)
producing a total of three
colour-connected
baryon-number-violating
vertices; such topologies (with
three or more interconnected
colour junctions) cannot yet be
handled by PYTHIA’s string
fragmentation model [28]

Fig. 2 Gluon emission from RPV vertices with ϵ-tensor
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User modifications I : UserHooks

Many places to interrupt Pythia execution: 

‣After setting up beams 
‣After generating hard process 
‣During showers (veto emissions etc.) 
‣After showers (but before hadronisation) 
‣Modify cross section 
‣Reject certain decays 
‣…
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User modifications II : Custom SLHA read-in 

If you need access to model parameters (e.g. for semi-
internal processes)

Page 6 of 13 Eur. Phys. J. C (2012) 72:2238

Note that the branching ratios (BRs) must sum up to
unity, hence zeroing individual BRs is not a good way of
switching modes off. Instead, PYTHIA 8 is equipped to inter-
pret a negative BR as a mode which is desired switched off
for the present run, but which should be treated as having the
corresponding positive BR for purposes of normalization.

Finally, a note of warning on double counting. This may
occur if a particle can decay via an intermediate on-shell
resonance. An example is H 0 → q1q̄2q3q̄4 which may pro-
ceed via H 0 → WW followed by W → qq̄ ′. If branching ra-
tios for both H 0 → WW and H 0 → q1q̄2q3q̄4 are included,
each with their full partial width, a double counting of the
on-shell H 0 → WW contribution would result. (This would
also show up as branching ratios summing to a value greater
than unity.) Such cases should be dealt with consistently,
e.g., by subtracting off the on-shell contributions from the
H 0 → q1q̄2q3q̄4 partial width.

3.2 Accessing the information from a semi-internal process

Already the original SLHA1 [12] allowed for the possibil-
ity to create user-defined blocks, beyond those defined by
the accord itself. The only requirement is obviously that the
block names already defined in the accord(s) should not be
usurped. The SLHA interface in PYTHIA 8 will store the
contents of all blocks, both standard and user-defined ones,
as internal vectors of strings.

By default, PYTHIA’s internal BSM implementation only
extracts numerical content from those blocks it recognizes
(i.e., the standard SLHA 1&2 blocks and QNUMBERS), and
uses those to initialize its couplings and particle data ar-
rays. However, generic methods are also provided, that can
be used access to the contents of any block, whether stan-
dard or user-defined, from inside any class inheriting from
PYTHIA’s SigmaProcess class (i.e., in particular, from
any semi-internal process written by a user), through its
SLHA pointer, slhaPtr, by using the methods listed in
Table 2

This particular example assumes that the user wants to
read the entries (without index, indexed, matrix-indexed,
or 3-tensor-indexed, respectively) in the user-defined block
blockName, and that the entry value, val, should be inter-
preted as a double. In fact, the last argument is templated,
and hence if anything other than a double is desired to be

read, the user has only to give the last argument a different
type. Since the user presumably knows what type of content
his/her own user-defined blocks contain, this solution allows
the content to be accessed in the correct format, without
PYTHIA needing to know what that format is beforehand.
If anything goes wrong (i.e., the block does not exist, or it
does not have an entry with that index, or that entry cannot
be read as a double), the method returns false; true
otherwise. This effectively allows input of completely arbi-
trary parameters using the SLHA machinery, with the user
having full control over names and conventions. Of course,
it is then also the user’s responsibility to ensure complete
consistency between the names and conventions used in the
SLHA input, and those assumed in any user-written semi-
internal process code.

Note also that the special SLHA block SMINPUTS (con-
taining SM parameters [12]) will always be accessible
through the methods above, regardless of whether a corre-
sponding SLHA block has been read in or not. The SMIN-
PUTS block is initialized starting from PYTHIA’s own inter-
nal default values, with subsequent modifications as dictated
by updates to PYTHIA’s particle and parameter databases
before initialization and/or by SLHA read-in. This function-
ality is intended to give a generic BSM implementation ac-
cess to the SM parameters contained in SMINPUTS in a
universal way.

To give a specific example, the interface to MADGRAPH 5
was structured in the following way. Among the possi-
ble output formats available for matrix elements in MAD-
GRAPH 5, one is a mode called pythia8. When invoked,
this mode writes out the corresponding matrix element(s)
in exactly the format required by PYTHIA 8’s semi-internal
process machinery. The resulting code can therefore be im-
ported directly into PYTHIA 8, and MADGRAPH even pro-
vides explicit instructions and a Makefile for doing precisely
that. In general, however, such matrix elements may contain
parameters that refer, e.g., to couplings in a model unknown
to PYTHIA. A central question was therefore how to pro-
vide information on such parameters at runtime, in a suf-
ficiently generic manner. The solution is that MADGRAPH

writes out the relevant parameters as custom-made SLHA-
like blocks in a BSM/SLHA file included together with the
matrix-element code. It then also inserts appropriate calls

Table 2 Methods available to extract information from generic BSM/SLHA blocks from a pointer to a SusyLesHouches object

SusyLesHouches::getEntry() methods

bool slhaPtr->getEntry(string blockName, double& val)

bool slhaPtr->getEntry(string blockName, int indx, double& val)

bool slhaPtr->getEntry(string blockName, int indx, int jndx, double& val)

bool slhaPtr->getEntry(string blockName, int indx, int jndx, int kndx, double& val)

Give arbitrary block names, can store up to 3-dim blocks
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User modifications III

Possible to modify running of couplings. See e.g. 
“Emerging Jets” documented in Schwaller et al.  JHEP 
1505 (2015) 059

They modify the Hidden Valleys model to include 
running of coupling in the dark sector
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Merging multi-jet samples

LO merging 
‣ MLM, CKKW-L 
‣ UMEPS

NLO merging 
‣ FxFx 
‣ MC@NLO 
‣ UNLOPS

Nishita Desai 18 April 2013, MC4BSM 2013

ME + PS matching at NLO!
UNLOPS results.
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Lonnblad and Prestel; arXiv:1211.7278

Also available LO matching via new Unitarised  
ME+PS merging (UMEPS), MLM and CKKW-L.

UNLOPS

Lonnblad and Prestel; JHEP(2013) 2013:166
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Tau polarisation and decays

Tau Production : Higgs
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Implementation 3- 4- and 6-body decays. 
P. Ilten, Nucl.Phys.Proc.Suppl. 253-255 (2014) 77-80
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‣Many processes made ready for e+ e-, more to be 
added as needed. 
‣New showers (to be released as plugins) 
‣What does the community need? 

Upcoming improvements

Looking forward to LHC Run2!


